SMARTboard features available on the PC computer:

- **Notebook:** opens a blank page that offers the SMART features (such as PEN, ERASER and KEYBOARD) using the computer mouse instead of the stylus on the Sympodium; can be saved or printed from the PC. Also stores annotations.
- **Keyboard:** identical to the KEYBOARD seen on the Sympodium; user may click on the keyboard buttons with the PC mouse instead of using the stylus.
- **Floating Tools:** toolbar that may stay on the desktop of the PC that offers the SMART features (PEN, ERASER, KEYBOARD, HIGHLIGHTER, SCREEN CAPTURE, SPOTLIGHT, REMOVE/RESTORE ANNOTATIONS).
- **Control Panel:** configure SMARTboard functionality and features.
- **Recorder:** record everything done using the SMART features.
- **Video Player:** play back your recordings.

Please call **x6852** with any questions, comments or concerns regarding the SMART Sympodium.